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percentage at any time of the year.

Most of the three-year-olds completed

two canters, while there were two pairs

of juvenile gallopers who worked over

three furlongs. The other juveniles were

matched up to work upsides. As the

morning sun blinked down on Kingsley

Park, Charlie provided a running

commentary on the horses and their

progress as Mikaelle Lebreton captured

the flavour of the event on camera.

After watching the work, all repaired

to the Key Centre in Middleham and

were welcomed with a glass or two of

Champagne. 

Before lunch, Mark welcomed

everyone to the gathering and spoke a

HE Kingsley Park partnerships

Open Morning went ahead as

planned on Sunday March 15  -

-  just in advance of the decision to shut

down racing in light of government

regulations on social distancing.

A crowd of around 70 partners and

their guests descended upon Kingsley

Park in time for a 10am start. After a

warming tea or coffee, the guests made

their way out to view the partnership

horses on the Airstrip all-weather gallop.

As the partners fanned out to get a good

view of the horses, Charlie Johnston

expressed satisfaction that, out of 23

partnership horses, 21 were fit to canter

and one other was trotting – not a bad

T
little about what the guests had just seen

on the gallops. He explained the yard’s

galloping policy with juveniles at this

stage of the season, and pointed out that

these ‘gallops’ over three furlongs

helped in establishing a pecking order

among the early two-year-olds. He also

consoled those partners whose horses

had been beaten in the morning’s gallops

by reminding everyone that Rose of

Kildare won only two of her first five

gallops last year, but went on to major

success. He also explained that recent

weather conditions had not been

conducive to working the juveniles,

especially given the high winds.

Local caterers Fairhurst’s provided a
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Partnerships morning at Kingsley Park

KP 15’s Bowman under Ollie Stammers
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OHNSTON RACING sent out

28 runners in March before

racing was suspended. Three of

those runners represented Kingsley

Park partnerships, two of which were

placed.

Kingsley Park 13’s Quantum

Dawn was first into action in a

Lingfield novice event on March 4.

The son of Dawn Approach was

having just his second run, and

stepped up in trip to 10 furlongs from

a mile. The colt acquitted himself

with credit, finishing third behind

Godolphin’s more experienced

Pitcher’s Point and the recent

Newcastle winner, London Arch.
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The following day saw Kingsley

Park 14’s Mesmeric in action at

Southwell. The Casamento colt was

trying to build on a decent effort over

course and distance eight days earlier,

where he followed Queen of All home

in a novice auction event. 

Qualified

Facing 11 rivals in a median

auction maiden event, Mesmeric

again ran a good race to finish second

to Shoot To Win, four and three-

quarter lengths clear of the rest of the

field. He is now qualified for

handicaps and it will be interesting to
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lovely buffet lunch, with wine, and as

guests chatted over lunch many enjoyed

a wordsearch, prepared by ‘puzzler’

Kieran Bray in the office, in which the

names of 22 Johnston Racing ‘star’

horses had been hidden. Mark was

looking for a special prize as he had

uncovered a 23rd name, in Fez!

Many thanks are extended to

Partnerships Secretary, Claire Short, for

organising the event and ensuring all

went well on the day!

J
see how he gets on at that level. He

has also been gelded since Southwell.

The third and final Kingsley Park

runner of the month was Kingsley

Park 14’s Artillery, who contested a

mile novice auction event at Sandown

on March 9. This was a belated

racecourse debut for the Brazen Beau

colt, and it turned out to be a

satisfactory one. Drawn second

widest of the eight runners, Artillery

broke well under Franny Norton,

showing good pace to contest second

place throughout, until running out of

steam slightly in the closing stages.

He will have learned lots from the

experience.

Above: Jane Smits partners KP 16’s Toronado colt out of
Mambo Halo; Right: KP 17’s Coupe De Champagne with
Deirdre Johnston 


